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Event: International Girls Day & Awareness Drive
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No. of Participants: Students-21

REPORT
A campaign for Girls education was conducted the object provides free and compulsory
education to girls till 18 years. The visit was conducted under the kind supervision of Dr. Pallavi
Gupta and Mr.Manvendra Singh.
Motive:
Education helps women to be more productive in her work. A knowledgeable woman has the
skills, information, talent, and self-confidence that she requires to be a superior mother,
employee, and resident. Women constitute almost half the population of our country. Men and
Women are like two sides of the coin and need identical opportunity to contribute to the
country’s development. One cannot survive without the other.
The main motive of the campaign was to aware people that what girls rights are and how people
can protect the exploitation of girls.
Firstly we did a march by saying slogans so that large number of people could be aware. Then
we went to a government school to aware children’s about their rights and tell them what is child
Labour and abuse and how they can prevent it.
Education also broadens the thought of the women, thus it helps in the good upbringing of her
children. It also gives her the freedom of thought to decide what best is there for her and the
family.

Conclusion:
At last we would like to end up by saying that every child should get education and rights as
others. Women education in early Indian society was quite good but in the middle age, it was not
because of numerous limitations towards women. However, again it is getting improved and
better day by day as people in India have understood the fact that without the growth and
development of women, the growth of the country is not possible. It is very true that equivalent
expansion of both sexes will boost the economic and social growth in every area of the country.
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